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work I've done law been the 
concerning the drunk driving law is a 
I thought was meaningful as first because it seemed to a 
issue of drunk driving with the attendant result that the expectations were, 
driving law would become more strict and stringent and possibly some 
undertaken to curtail drunk driving. As a practitioner during those and 
quickly changed and, in my opinion, the drunk driving reform 
essential punishments with one really new twist--first offenders have to 
offenders to their license restricted for 48 hours. 
restriction and 48-hour term, my opinion is 
privilege, except to and from work and program, is virtually 
In my three years on the bench, I have only seen about two 
I think the code section right, 14601.2b, never have I seen a 
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is true because the judiciary, for own 
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new law; I 
Legislature should say unequivocally that drunk driving is bad and must be condemned, and in so doing 
this should enact a law that creates a mandatory, non-negotiable, solutely unavoidable term for 
offenders. The amount of that jail term, course, is 
persons may differ. 
My is would really people's non-
I a rather extreme 
but even it was five days ••• 
SENATOR MARKS: I used to be a judge, so I'm speaking as a judge, and I used to handle all 
drunk driving cases in San Francisco, which there were one or two. How do you make it non-
negotiable? 
JUDGE BRICKNER: Just like the !1550's. Remember the people you sent to 90 days for heroin 
influence? Same thing. I'm sure you know that code section says, you know, whatever you're doing, 
whatever you're thinking, don't even think about giving this person than days because it ain't 
legal. Remember, it says that as a probation term, if probation's imposed or granted, it still has to 
include a 90-day term. And indeed, the third offender drunk law 
SENATOR MARKS: You really think you can make it non-negotiable? 
JUDGE BRICKNER: Yes, to the extent that anything is non-negotiable. By I mean if 
there is a plea or conviction to the offense, then the law requires the judge to mandatory 
minimum time. If the offense is changed, of course, that becomes different. 
SENATOR MARKS: What I'm concerned with is you will get a defense counsel and a prosecutor 
who will upon something, they'll modify it in some way and would not non-
JUDGE BRICKNER: I agree. If that should happen, the effect of that particular approach 
would be emasculated. My only suggestion is that that situation is the same as it has been time 
immemorial with respect to DA's and defense counsel. If they agree to and 
me, amend the complaint and charge different offenses, to get around 
the law. My view is that the DA's, ever since 1982, have been, for better or for worse, absolutely 
to negotiate drunk driving cases our county at were highly 
or exceptional circumstances. But I agree, it depends on the DA to a extent. 
MARKS: I think it should be non-negotiable, concerned that 
not non-negotiable. 
BRICKNER: Well, to the extent the 
the court would approve--of course, you know any 
I agree that it is possible that parties could 
on to the 
bargain has got to approved 
different that a 
judge would find acceptable, but at least the essential point, or one of the essential points, has been 
made is that the Legislature has declared itself on this subject and they've declared, "Yes, this 
isn't the most evil thing that's ever occurred, but it is a crime 
understand we're serious." 
Now in that regard I'd like to also suggest, by the 
we want to cease. We want you to 
as is 
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I have been 
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Office of 
the same 
a Democratic administration. Perhaps Milton Marks misses me as a registered Republican. I'm not 
sure. 
SENATOR MARKS: 11m not that Republican. (Laughs.) 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Yes, I hesitated when I said it. It's ••• 
SENATOR MARKS: I'm glad. do miss you. 
JUDGE CUNNINGHAM: Thank you. I'm not going to attempt to talk about all of the thoughts 
that come to mind having observed the case flow of DUI cases for three years, other than to indicate 
that in my estimate it accounts for about 50 percent of the judges workload. It's by no means 50 
percent of the misdemeanor cases we handle, but when you add in the amount of time to voir 
juries for trials, and the very large portion of jury trials that are DUI cases, it adds up to about 50 
percent. So we spend about half of our time wondering what to do better in the area of DUI. 
Let me tell you at the outset, because you had asked .•• 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: It seems to be an extraordinarily expensive way for the system to 
treat this problem. There's a lot of judicial resources, lawyers, public defenders, district attorneys, 
judges, clerks, etc., time going in to that one issue, that one kind of complaint. 
JUDGE CUNNINGHAM: rm not going to say, Mr. Chairman, that the amount of time that we 
spend on it is dlsporportionate to the size of the problem the com munl ty. I think if you totaled up 
the total cost of DUI in the community, injury, enforcement efforts, the death and destruction that 
we've talked about and see in the case reports so frequently, it wouldn't be a disproportionate 
devotion of time. 
Let me lay out for you very quickly what the standard penalty is in the court in our part of the 
county. Our part of the county is the northern part of Central Contra Costa County, comprising 
Concord, Pleasant Hill, Martinez, and some other communities in between. What I say for that part 
of the county operates also by and large for Walnut Creek, Lafayette, Danville, San Ramon area, so-
called Central County. 
First time offender will be placed on, as you well understood because it's required by law, three 
years summary court probation. We invariably impose the two days, the 48 hours; I say "invariably." 
There are exceptions for an ill or injured person or an out-of-state resident and in almost every case 
where we make an exception, we then run the fine up to the maximum. So if a person wants to get on 
a plane and go back to Missouri, or wherever, they can do that without doing the two days, but it will 
cost them fines and penalty assessments in excess of $850 instead of the typical total, which is $67 5, 
which includes, of course, the penalty assessments. A different program assignment is made based on 
blood alcohol level. At 2.0 or higher it's a six-months program costing about $400 out-of-pocket to 
the defendant. On less than 2.0 it is an 18-hour program costing about $100. 
The district attorney is very stingy in our court with the so-called "wet, reckless reduction'' 
under 23103.5. It is simply not available in refusal cases, and it is not available if the higher of the 
recorded blood alcohol levels is .12 or above. So it's really only available to the 1.0 and 1.011 area 
defendant. On a wet and reckless we impose a fine of about $295 and require the level one, the 18-









the partygoer, the social drinker, you can see these cases in both 
of prior alcohol-related offenses, not just drunk driving but other alcohol-related 
the circumstances; on the way home from a wedding reception, a 
kinds of setting trigger a number of drunk driving arrests which not to .................... ... 
to the disease of alcoholism. But if a person has two driving under influence or 
or higher blood alcohol level, or has a DUI case within 5 years of the two priors, or has a case 
within one year of one prior, then the chances start getting very strong that we're dealing a 
person who's underlying problem will be alcohol-dependency in the medical sense. 
We have developed in our court what we feel is an effective way of early intervention 
cases. If a person falls into the categories I just mentioned, going over them agaim Two DUI cases, 
two or more pending, not yet adjudicated, either in our court or any other court which we have 
information we have on each judge's bench a computer directly connecting us to a county-wide 
base, so we feel sometimes like reservations agents at the airline check-in counter, but it does get us 
information that we use. So, two or more cases pending, a prior within a year, more than one prior. 
There are some other special situation cases as well, such as a 3.0 or higher blood alcohol level even 
if there is no prior, and then these people are given a choice. They are either remanded to custody on 
bail of $10,000, or they accept specified conditions of pretrial release on their own recognizance. 
These conditions are: personal appearar.ce at every court hearing unless excused; abstinence from 
alcohol; attendance not less often than two times a week at an outpatient alcohol treatment program 
which can be a regular Alcoholic's Anonymous fellowship chapter, and a court-prepared form for 
making written record of the alcohol treatment participation. 
If the person doesn't appear at one of these intervening appearances prior to the disposition 
the case show up, show up with the written record, or show up with a record that fails to show 
compliance with a without some pretty good reason--an out-of-state traveler or 
like qualify, then they're remanded and it's a rare week in which some multiple case DUI 
defendant is not remanded essentially right out of the arms of the attorney because of failure to 
comply. 
Since we instituted this program August of '84, approximately 300, 290-some cases have been 
handled through this supervised or court-controlled pretrial release condition program. We think it's 
effective. To my memory, none of the cases on which we placed the defendant on these pretrial 
release conditions have gone to that is, everyone them is either still pending or the defendant 
has, through means of pleading guilty, accepted responsibility for their conduct. 
The other linkage I want to make to the disease of alcoholism is in the area of conditions 
probation. I don't feel that an alcoholic is a person who is subject to deterrents. The thought 
processes of a person affected by alcoholism don't react the way we think a citizen would react 
threat of punishment. Some are perfectly willing to go to the incapacitative goal of sentencing that 
the Legislature accepted the area of the career criminal program, and say if we can't deter the 
alcoholic driver, at least we can the alcoholic driver off the road for a significant period of 
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don't convict to the time could be very disruptive to 
the juries speak for a community that cares very strongly about 
one question. When I was a judge a long time ago, 1966, 
but I can recall that rather 
very prominent people our city, 
and this person cannot afford to go to jail." 
person employes 100 people or 200 people 
said to me unsuccesfully, because I felt that anybody 








get them all 
much less deterrent 
supported 
10-day minimum on 
providing the 
but I often wondered whether or 
of people and I just wondered 
situation when you get somebody who comes up 
Motors, or whatever--this is not an isolated 
about a situation like that? Don't you pleadings 
attorneys. I did get them. 
a range 
may place a 
to jail now is a lot different from 
Under state law, the sheriff, with or 
sentenced for 15 days or less on work 
an effective program in our county and I think it's well administered 
on 
at less cost, much less risk to 
course, 
operates in our county is well 
as the 48-hour minimum or the 
If the sentence is longer 15 days, the sheriff may place, 
placement, but more likely going to be a 
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work furlough setting. So the person you're talking about, if the sentence is less than 15 days, they're 
simply told to report to sheriff's work alternative assignment sergeant and no interference with 
the livelihood of the person or the employees is going to be filled. If the person is regularly employed 
and is eligible for work furlough, then the sentencing judge will give a surrender date 4 or 5 weeks off 
to permit processing of the work furlough application and I would that be, we'd really look 
very skeptically if we're talking about sentencing in the misdemeanor range of a person who was 
enough of a pillar in the community to employ 15 people, that's some legal enterprise. 
SENATOR MARKS: rm glad to hear that. I thought it was very unfair to say to a judge that 
this person should not go to jail because he employs a lot of people, whereas he was just as drunk as 
person who didn't, who was working for somebody else, and I found terribly unfair that these 
people some prominence would come up to me and ask for help. 
JUDGE CUNNINGHAM: I don't think, Senator Marks, that that would be a problem. I have not 
experienced that problem, again, because of the sentencing alternatives after the jail sentences have 
been ••• 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Have you recently found them very active in sheriff campaigns. 
SENATOR MARKS: They're very active in various activities and I will not mention the names, 
but they would be names known to people. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Doug, is there anything further you want to--okay. Milton? 
JUDGE CUNNINGHAM: No. Thank you very much. 
SENATOR MARKS: No. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Thank you very much. Okay, Judge Kaufman, I guess, is next. Good 
morning. 
JUDGE BERNARD KAUFMAN: There are a number of things I wanted to take up this morning. 
I've been before your committee--! don't know if you remember me--I had the privilege of coming 
before your committee and several bills came out of your committee last year. I would like to 
commence by saying this, that I would hope that you would take as a part of this particular meeting 
the testimony that was taken by the Senate Select Committee on Alcohol and Drugs that's chaired by 
Senator Seymour of Orange County ••• 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: We have that, yes. 
JUDGE KAUFMAN: If you will, this is on the 25th, I believe, of this I believe that you 
some extremely excellent material coming forth from judges and other persons that are 
interested in this particular area and I believe that you will find a lot of backup to what the two 
former speakers had to say about alcohol and alcohol problems. I believe Senator Seymour will again 
sponsor legislation in the areas that came before you before. If you recall, one of them was in the 
area of judicial education. 
I come to you today as the chairman of the Drinking Driver Committee of Los Angeles County. 
It's a standing committee of Los Angeles County judges that's been a standing committee for almost 9 
years; been on the bench about 10. I'm a typical example of a judge coming on not knowing the 
first thing about alcohol, drugs, or basically, drunk driving. I was not a prosecutor or defense counsel. 
-12-
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course specifically to get 
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former as as everyone I believe, on the 
you have to areas that no prior expertise, generally C>IJ'~"""'" 
are they? 
JUDGE KAUFMAN: are basically, what do an alcoholic? What 
alcoholic? what does it mean to have a .10? It's just too often that you have someone come 
and I believe one 
.1 0 cases. It's a 
you're facing in 
too 
is you've so 
in 
.10. I just too much. I am not that sophisticated and 
to 
to 
drinking for a I'm not about to you that I don't drink, but I do not believe I can get 
to a .10 and I do not most of the people in room can get to a .10 and yet that is the 
common thing that comes every 
CHAIR your point is, that's a impairment in most instances. 
You can't get people to believe One 
most when you go to a college program, such as the National program, is 
to of just what it is to get to a .10. Once a judge is 
convinced to have a far beter judiciary. I must say, the judge that spoke 
from in county. You have a pretty high expertise 
more sophisticated system that you have in 
deal with all .1 0 offenders, or first offenders, 
different and they have several programs designed 
to that it and do a lot of work in that particular area. 
Now, 
with our bills 
I would suggest this, that you--in order to fund this, 
came out of Senate Judiciary, the problem that we had ..• 
was vetoed, it? 
Was money aspect. 
in it was ••• 
It wasn't a of what was in the bill. 
CHAIR How much money was appropriated? 
problem 
KAUFMAN: One them was only $100,000 for educating judges. It got down from a 
$300,000 project to $100,000, but I understand ..• 
CHAIRMAN The Governor is pretty tight. 
KAUFMAN: not I'm not questioning that. 
N I am. 
he had a lot to say and was a lot 
of other bills that went 
-13-
Okay. I would say ••• 
MARKS: On other subjects. 
I'm hoping that we'll be able to ••• 
So you want to try with 
as as senator 
a source and the 
source 
I'll try again only with this understanding 
would go along with it. I am suggesting that we 
funding be increase the penalty assessment on drunk driving it's present 70 """""".-"'''"' ... to 
Now, and I would make it exclusively to be used in the area of drunk driving, I would, in 
have a 70 percent penalty assessment now, I would raise it up to the other 30 
I would break it down somewhere. I would use approximately 5 percent for judicial 
education of judges throughout the State of California and I use other 25 for 
setting up systems within the county in order for the court to determine, as the first speaker said, 
who is your problem drinker as he comes through. 
Our is the beneficiary of a substantial grant from the of Traffic Safety, and we're 
convinced, so is the Office of Traffic Safety, that we're on the right Our goal in Los 
Angeles this grant is to screen people on the first around. That's the only way 
you're going to it and we have a project that's commenced in Long Beach that is a substantial 
court with over 5,000 drunk driving arrests during years, it's a substantial metropolitan 
court, we a strong judge or a number of judges who are to work that area and they 
are finding that are achieving substantial results in screening those offenders to determine 
is potential second offender or third offender. 
So, I would strongly suggest that I hope we will be able to go back and work on both of those 
the courts to have in the courthouse personnel and people who will follow up for 
the judge, make those screening determinations and let the judge have alternatives. One of the 
the 
Now when you screen, what are you screening, in and out? 
You're screening for substance of these problems, not only alcohol, 
a substantial area of drug use in all drunk driving cases. You are screening for their 
wn""T'"'"""" or not they are problem drinkers or whether or not they're an alcoholic. 
one things you'll do you'll screen out who are your social drinkers. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Okay. 
KAUFMAN: Once you get that out of the way, then you know who you have to deal 
me, "How do you find out about some of these people who were driving under 
have the celebrated case that started MADD, "how do you find that person?" The 
to deal with that person or find him early one is to someone get in there 
to screen to find out if has a problem. Then it's up to the judge and then you have to allow the 
judge 
of 
alternatives. have to give the judge to deal those persons instead 
he goes in this if 
scheme now is is 
say that what 
have 
minimum 
would be to 
but get them into 
they're going to take 
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curve. We've had a 
of 
a judge, 
IL'-'~-"''"' court to 
is a 1i ttle aside. I think 
terms 
it goes 
from traffic, whether it goes from drunk driving, whether it's with respect to felonies or any of these 
matters, the time is right now. I think the Governor may very well take the lead. I'm hopeful that he 
will; believe me, I don't have any questions because he vetoed a bill that I thought he never would 
veto, but I think the time is right now for the changes to take place and I believe you will find that 
the right out there in the forefront with you. If you come to the judiciary for 
their advice and input and you have the director of the California Judges' Executive Committee right 
here with you today, Connie Dove. I think she would back me up even though she's not a speaker 
today. I think the time is right and I think that the judges will back you up. Other than that, 
Senators, I will be back up there. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: We'll see you then. 
JUDGE KAUFMAN: I'll see you then. You were very gracious and 
be able to get some better success in the future. 
SENATOR MARKS: We're always gracious and kind. 
JUDGE KAUFMAN: Well, it's always ••• 
SENATOR MARKS: We may not do what you want, but ••• 
to me I to 
JUDGE KAUFMAN: It's very difficult, you know, Senator Marks. You're experienced on both 
sides, but it's very difficult for a judge to go up to the Legislature because you not only to deal 
with the Assembly and then the Senate but then with the Governor's office. It's extremely difficult, 
timewise. If some of us are sophisticated in politics, we still don't know how the works, and 
I what you find judges wanting to do, they want to be judges. They really do. They 
don't want to be political advocates and caught up in a political system, but I think that sometimes 
we'll be to of some help to you. 
SENATOR MARKS: Yes. Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Thank you. Judge Gorelick. 
JUDGE WALTER GORELICK: I think I'm up now. I had to get up a little early to get here this 
morning from down in Tulare County. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: How's the fog? 
GORELICK: Pretty bad, but I got here on time. I bring somewhat of a unique 
a judge of a one-judge court. Pve been the judge for about 5 years now. Before 
chief public defender for Tulare County and also, I was certified as a criminal law 
the State Board of Legal Specialization before assuming the bench. I'm also the author 
of the Summary of California Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol Cases that was published last 
year. That's the way of background. 
Now as far as specific proposals I would like to make, let me start by saying I think there ought 
to be a state commission to study sentencing trends, effectiveness of licensing sanctions, alcohol 
education programs, and training of persons in law enforcement. I realize there has been some sort 
of a quasi-commission set up in the past by the Governor and by various other agencies, but I think it 
ought to an all-encompassing commission. PH leave the ••• 
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as a I 
sort of that we to have more alternatives than 38 program. Although I 
no of it, if somebody is an a severe alcohol 
a residential 
should have an alternative where we don't have to send people to the nru~-"''"'" 
judges 
38 program on third 
or fourth or We ought to be 
180 days by 
sort of thing. But, 
and we certainly adhere to that. 
Now I know are a few select counties in state, an 
alternative sending people to live-in facilities rather than the minimum jail time. I feel that 
minimum time is a good solution and should continue, however, in most respects. We ought to 
some more flexibility though, like take the now I the 
possibility minimum 48 hours or minimum 10 days I it's going to '86, or 10 days 
community service. What about something like an alternative possibly of 10 days house arrest with 
this new electronic monitoring device we can put on somebody that the National Traffic Safety 
has an article about it in their most recent come out. 
need to look at some more innovative things too, but what about some of the some of 
the loopholes in the laws? I want to address that very briefly, if I I do have some written 
material that I will give to you afterwards though. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Super. 
JUDGE GORELICK: Okay. Our current DUI laws 
situation where a person is found behind the of a 
result under the influence of alcohol or drugs. I 
respect such amendments would insert the operant words 
not provide for the factual 
IJa;;,;:,..:;;·u out or asleep as a 
and be 
more clear in that 
actual physical 
control" to enable the drunken driver to be apprehended before he strikes. This would be similar to 
language that exists in, for example, Florida, Oklahoma, and there are exceptions. The Arizona 
Court, in interpreting similar legislation, pointed out that the person that pulled off to the 
side of the road out of the way of traffic and turned off their ignition, they have voluntarily ceased 
to over to the vehicle prior to losing consciousness would not be culpable under 
a 
of legislation, but we've had the defense used where somebody's parked alongside the road in 
unconscious. "Well, I started the drinking after I pulled over to side of 
a defense, but we need to clarify this a little in our 
the road." Well, 
as a rna tter of 
fact, law reads basically under the influence or .10 or above, "to drive, attempt to operate, or be 
in actual physical control of the vehicle. 11 I think our laws need a little clarification on that. 
MAN LOCKYER: Is there a significant number 
GORELICK: Not really significant. It's just a possible way clarifying some things 
that come up. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Some loophole. 
Now, another thing is, what about states, Michigan 
Jersey, and West Virginia, have a law that it's owner a to the 
driving of his or her vehicle by an intoxicated person. Another that we our 
current laws that I would suggest that we might want to a look at. not 
expressing any view here on are 
proposals that have been given to me various people to 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Okay. 
JUDGE GORELICK: Now, thing is, the 
Volume 68-189 in 1985, which says that under current laws, various people take blood tests--
paramedics, whoever's taking, the technicians--do not have to obey request of a 
take such a test when the person is unconscious, to consent, or is resisting the 
of the test, and they say that our current laws do not specifically provide for I say 
that it's true. I don't think anybody particularly would want to see a 
wrestle somebody to take a test; in a is 
or indicates they don't want to take the test but are not forcibly resisting, I think the peace VL'-"--" 
should have a right to order that person to take that test and they should have to take it. I think that 
provision ought to be clarified in the law as well. 
SENATOR MARKS: Is that constitutional? 
GORELICK: Pardon me? 
SENATOR MARKS: Do 
JUDGE GORELICK: Oh, yes. Absolutely, under the current implied consent laws, and 
the cases that have interpreted taking a blood test, there's a very recent case just 
came out that the Court denied a on--a blood test can a 
who does not want it from as long as it's done in a medically reasonable manner and not 
kick the person or choke the person or that sort 
thing, but you can take from even if he doesn't want it; that's what implied consent law 
Now, addition, I'm recommending that you might consider that it made a 
and I realize that this bill has been turned down in the past, but I think it possibly ought to be made a 
to refuse to submit to a chemical test if the peace has offered the a 
choice of tests, and consequences of refusal are set forth the Vehicle Code. addition, the 
officer to adivse his subject that a refusal is a separate 
up to 6 months in and a fine of up to $1,000. Now, I realize that has been a 
significant piece of legislation that go into effect January 1 of '86, called the La Follette-Katz 
Chemical Test Enhancement bill. Frankly, to me, that seemed like a very complicated procedure as 
opposed to just making it a misdemeanor. That procedure, I has different 
penalties if the person refuses the test and the district attorney will have to 
prove it. It ranges, I 
refusal, and it's very, very complicated. 
chemical test. 
Now, even more important, 
from 96 hours on the second offense to 18 days on 
make it perhaps a misdemeanor to refuse to 
about where a or more 
a 
convictions for driving under the influence .1 0 or higher, reckless, alcohol related reckless driving 
within I say at that point in time, we ought to go to we many years 
and that was let's have a felony drunk driving statute a person 
committed five or more prior convictions of those offenses within five years has committed a 
a not exceeding $5,000, or by or in a county 
not one year, both by such fine and imprisonment, a minimum of 180 
days if confined locally. Now, there are states that have that sort law now, so this is not 
something new. There are states that would under those types of circumstances permanently revoke 
the driver's license of the person, and I say that those people, even our Supreme Court which has been 
quoted many, many ways recently, has stated numerous in driving decisions that 
drunken drivers are extremely dangerous persons. I think that when a has many prior 
convictions it ought to be a felony with an alternative of local incarceration. Also, Arizona has a law 
that indicates that a person's who's driver's license is suspended for a previous driving under the 
influence of alcohol conviction or refusing a chemical test and they drive again and are convicted of 
driving under the influence of alcohol, becomes a felony at that point I say, let's perhaps 
look at that. 
Now, a couple of other little things. Under our impoundment that currently there 
was a loophole that permits, that does not address the alcohol related prior conviction reckless 
driving and that ought to be dosed up. That's put forth by Mr. Ilich, who's going to be one of your 
speakers later, in a memo he put out through the L.A. County Planning and Research Committee this 
year. 
another thing, I've already talked about the alternative, I think, on the or fourth 
offense in a residential half-way house. I won't go into that any further, but the next thing I want to 
quickly tell you about is all these laws that change every year are causing a great deal of problems to 
the courts in the sense of having to revise our "Change of Plea" forms each year, and I suggest that 
"'""'"''"'"'"'" you draft some kind of legislation that would have the Judicial Council promote a uniform 
"Change of Plea" form for all the courts in the state because it's very important that these prior 
up. They're doing better nowadays because we're getting better communication 
between .~~ ...... ~v and the courts. We have people like Mr. Illich from County who puts out a 
form the L.A. courts that many of us use, but we should have some uniform statewide 
form to ensure the constitutional validity of these forms. 
next thing I had has already been addressed by the last speaker, Judge Kaufman. 
SENATOR MARKS: Couldn't the Judicial Council establish what you're saying? 
JUDGE GORELICK: Yes, possibly. That's a minor point, relatively minor, it does have 
on all our courts. Anyway, the next thing is what Judge Kaufman indicated about the 
$100,000 that was vetoed by the Governor. The only thing I would say there is maybe next time the 
bill should include provisions for training of deputy district attorneys and law enforcement personnel. 
It might easier to get through certain roadblocks that way. All right. 
The next thing is there should be some consideration for the use California of preliminary 
breath tests by officers in the field, legislation that would permit them to administer preliminary 
breath tests before the person even gets to the station house, therefore, those that are much below 
the level might be released without having to go to jail, whereas, it would also give the officer a 
better idea of where he was in performing the, having the person perform, roadside sobriety tests. 
Perhaps the refusal to take the preliminary test could be used in court as indicating a consciousness 
of guilt. 
These are some of the proposals I wanted to put forth to you and I just want to address one or 
two other things and then I'll stop, but I think we need a great deal more in the way of education 
the area of drunk driving and I would hope that the Legislature would encourage agencies, like the 
Department of Motor Vehicles, to make more information available to all Californians on how one 
gets to a .1 0 level, and that sort of thing. There is some now in the current driver manuals. I think 
more has to be done in that area. 
On first offenders, let me just say this. A very interesting thing is being done in Washington 
now, the State of Washington, where in the education programs people who are victims of drunk 
driving offenses who have had relatives killed, now participate in these programs and explain their 
experiences to first offenders, and I think that's going to have a significant impact on many people 
who go through those programs. We're going to be trying that in our county in the very near future 
and I would suggest that as part of this state commission that would be set up that that would be one 
thing to look at. Anyway, I think that I've summarized the basic things I wanted to say and I'll answer 
any questions, if you have any. 
SENATOR MARKS: No. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: No. Thank you very much. Judge Stewart. 
JUDGE JAMES STEWART: Good morning. My name's Jim Stewart. I'm on the Santa Clara 
County Superior Court. Prior to that time I spent almost five years in the Santa Clara County 
Municipal Court. Senator Lockyer and I go back some ways. I think we're proof that there was life 
after the McGovern campaign. Not much, but (Laughs.) in any event ••• 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Sometimes I wonder. 
JUDGE STEWART: Let me move as quickly as I can. I've got a study for you that I think's 
important. It was done in my courtroom with student volunteers and started in 1982, and we took all 
the second, third, and fourth offenders and we divided them into two groups. The first group were 
those people that just went to jail, some for substantial period of time--up to over a year. The other 
group were those who I required and forced to deal in an intensive way with their alcoholism and 
working on the assumption that second offenders and more are alcoholic. Once you have been one 
time arrested, handcuffed, humiliated, jailed, fined, put on a work crew, strip searched, all 
things. If it happens a second time, there's a real drinking problem, you're alcoholic. 
Now, we took the first group of 200 people, the student volunteers tooks the names, the case 
numbers, and those were people who went to jail for a variety of reasons. They may have refused 
treatment, they may have been in jail so long that by the time they came before me there was 













like you to give some thought to that. I think everybody knows that people with suspended licenses 
drive. They all drive. Some drive carefully (Laughs.), but they all drive. The fact is there are a 
number of people in our county that have been through alcoholism treatment. They have been sober, 
some people I've gone to their AA birthdays the second and third times. It seems to me that if 
could convince a judge by preponderance of the evidence that they had been to AA meetings, 
hundreds within two years, had been through live-in treatment, and had been sober for a substantial 
period of time, that they ought to have the right to a license at least to get to and from work, 
although I do share the view of prior speakers that the restricted license isn't real. Maybe we just 
ought to return the license on a probationary status. 
Finally, I'd like to say to you that SB 1915, this pilot program, is not selling in any county 
except one and I'm concerned about that. That was a way around the Hinton problem. The fears are, 
at least in our county, that the pilot program in that bill is going to cost too much money and the 
county will be putting money out for indigents and beyond that, there's kind of a turf-mindedness that 
the bill is going to take the power, at least in our county, away from the Bureau of Alcoholism 
Services. If you want that bill to fly, Senator, you really need to amend it after talking with the 
people in the various counties and finding out what their opposition is, but we're not having any luck, 
at least the judges are not, in Santa Clara County. 
In any event, I might indicate to you questions that you've asked in the past. Our work 
alternative program in our county, 15 days you're out of jail immediately, has not very well been 
successful because these people without treatment, and the sheriff does not understand the 
alcoholism problem in his jail, these people out on work alternatives are back in my courtroom for 
having driven under the influence of alcohol or drugs while they were on the work alternative 
program. Whenever I have an opportunity to deny that, I do. 
What do we do in our county? Very briefly, I think you're interested in that. First offense, and 
I'm trying to take the judiciary as a whole, 6 to 10 days, normally weekend work program, almost no 
judge now gives a license restriction, fine about $600, plus a penalty assessement. Second offense 
goes from 10 days, weekend work, to 30 days without weekend work, especially, at least in my court, 
if a person refused to get into intensive alcoholism treatment. Third offense, in our county you 
cannot rely on just simply 120 days, it will go up from 120 to 6 or 8 months, plus a $1,200 fine. 
In any event, my message to you is treatment has an important place because we're dealing with 
alcoholics, and the present state of the law fairly well ties the hands of the judiciary not to be able to 
hold out to alcoholic criminal defendants, some major benefit to getting alcoholism treatment. 
Thank you very much. 
SENATOR MARKS: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I may ask a question. No, not you, sir. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: It's nice to see you again, Judge Stewart. 
SENATOR MARKS: Is this committee going to look at the question of what is done in Sweden 
and England and various other places to determine whether or not our laws are appropriate? Is that 
part of our process? 
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JUDGE DUNCAN: Only if they refuse an alcohol test and in Oakland, most people who refuse a 
test are not even charged so that the district attorney makes a decision that they normally cannot 
win a case unless there is a blood alcohol test. A person has the right to refuse a blood alcohol test 
and if he or she does refuse the test, in most cases, they will not be charged with drunk driving and 
they will lose their driver's license, but our court is so packed with drug cases, drunk driving cases 
and such, that driving without a license, without a driver's license while it has been suspended, 
really not a very dangerous thing to do. 
We have now between four and five judges out of our 14 judges working full time on drunk 
driving cases, one of them arraigning and handling the people who plead guilty, the people who don't 
go to the schools and such, the rest of them trying drunk driving cases back to back at a time. 
SENATOR MARKS: When I was a judge I handled them all, and there were one or two in San 
Francisco. 
JUDGE DUNCAN: Right. A trial now takes about four days in Oakland, a drunk driving trial. 
That's because of the length that we're here, it's because of the complexity of the attack on the 
breath test machine, and the fact that the lawyers, including the public defenders, are extremely 
aggressive and do a very total defense job in attempting to get a not guilty or a hung jury on a first-
time offense. At the same time in Oakland, we have something called the "War on Drugs" going on 
and the district attorney is asking us to concentrate more judicial manpower on the war on drugs to 
increase the number of judges who are hearing felony preliminary examination in drug cases. We 
can't do that unless we cut down the number of people that we're using on the drunk driving attack, 
handling the drunk driving cases. 
So, the one point that I want to make today is that the urban courts, as distinguished from 
Contra Costa and Orange County and some of the other judges that you've heard from today, need 
help in streamlining the jury trial process in drunk driving cases. If we're going to give every first-
time drunk driver the option of having a jury trial, then we've got to do something to cut down the 
amount of time it takes for that case to be tried from the present 4 days to something which can be 
done in the surburban counties of getting down to !Yz to 2 days. One of the reasons that that happens 
is because the juries in those counties so regularly convict the defendants that voir dire isn't that 
helpful to the defendant to go through 30 or 60 or 90 jurors to try to find a panel of 12. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: It's been suggested that, I guess there's a bunch of suggestions, and I 
want to hear just to make sure to focus on some of these. We've heard about limitations on 
number of challenges that might be possible, smaller juries, that's been suggested. Do you want to 
come in on any of those or others? 
JUDGE DUNCAN: Well, I think that smaller juries is one very good solution, that would be a 
good solution. There is no constitutional requirement that there be 12 jurors. To allow the judge ••. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: What number would you have if you were •.. ? 
JUDGE DUNCAN: I think 6 would be sufficient. To allow the judge to do the voir dire and not 
to allow the attorneys to go on and on with their long binders full of questions that they ask everyone 





















SENATOR MARKS: I guess my problem with this whole hearing is that I'm sort of, I'm not 
stepping back into the days I was a judge and I'm thinking about the process of how it happened when I 
was judge, and I recognize that the law has been changed substantially. That's the difficulty that I'm 
having. 
JUDGE DUNCAN: Well, perhaps you can also recall looking down into the faces of those fresh 
jurors who have just been brought in from the jury assembly room and you tell them this is a drunk 
driving case for something that occurred a year and-a-half ago, and they look at you in wonder, "Why 
in the world is the system taking a year and-a-half to bring this case to ••• 
SENATOR MARKS: That's correct, they do, and they did. 
JUDGE DUNCAN: ••• and then the highway patrolman comes in and tries to recall what 
happened a year and-a-half ago when out on the stormy freeway he or she stopped this car and talked 
to people. With our backlog, that's what we're dealing with. We're dealing with cases that are a year 
or more old for jury trials. 
SENATOR MARKS: Let me say this, I mean, I have a tremendous respect for the municipal 
court and I think that they're working very hard and I think that they have a very difficult problem, so 
anything I'm saying is not in any sense against the municipal court because I remember all the cases 
that I had, the huge number of cases that I had to hear that I thought it was a rather difficult job. I 
had to run for the Senate to get out of (Laughs.) 
JUDGE DUNCAN: The one suggestion that I wanted to make, and it's one that's going to be, as 
I understand it, approached by the district attorney's office later in the day, is that in counties where 
the district attorney want to, why not let them charge first offense DUI as an infraction rather than 
as a misdemeanor? Now, in Orange County, no. In Contra Costa County, in central Contra Costa 
County, no. Maybe in Richmond; in the urban areas, maybe yes, but the situation varies so much 
around California. The backlogs, the time to pick juries, the length of trials varies tremendously 
from county to county--and within Contra Costa County, I think it varies grossly from which side of 
the county you're talking about. But if the district attorney wants to, after all, that's the chief law 
enforcement officer, if the district attorney wants to, why not let him or her charge as an infraction 
for first offense DUI? It would still be priorable. You could still go after the person if they get 
another one, but we could eliminate the jury trial, therefore, eliminate the right to an attorney at the 
expense of the taxpayers. We could process this case within a month and still give the person a trial, 
but have it a trial only by a judge. 
Many states have done this. There was a story in The Chronicle last December that indicated 
that Maine had found this to be the solution to their problems and that they can get a case quickly 
before a judge, get it adjudicated, and get it over with. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: What's the urban area there? 
JUDGE DUNCAN: The whole State of Maine has gone to this system, but leave it up to the 
district attorney in each county so that Orange County doesn't have to do it and those counties would 
be ••• 
SENATOR MARKS: Portland is the biggest. 
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percent of all these folks will come back to the core and we know, of course, that the longer we 
looked, the more of them would come back, perhaps up to 50 percent would come back. So one of our 
major findings is we're looking at a substantial number of repeaters and we would suspect that the 
results in Alameda County would be simlar to other counties, that their's nothing unique to Alameda 
County's driving population. 
Out of those 1,000 arrests, the district attorney in our county does not charge 160 of those, and 
in fact that's 16 percent not charged rate is slightly above what it was before the new law passed 
'82. What's happened is that the D.A. in our county, as Judge Duncan noted, doesn't always have the 
discretion and the option to charge what might be a weak case or a refusal or a low BAC, because a 
conviction might not be possible. So one of the things that I'd like to suggest from our study is that 
you have to look very carefully when you tighten a law or create a mandatory sentence you may be 
pushing the discretion in the system to another point. In other words, if you move the discretion out 
of the sentencing or out of the charging, then it might go down to another level, and that's something 
researchers found time and time again and our study confirmed it. 
Out of those 840 who are charged out of 1,000 arrests, 220 are charged with priors, so there's 
some of what we would call slippage of repeaters. In other words, people with real DUI arrests are 
not always charged with those. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Why would that be? 
MS. KLEIN: Well, part of lt is you can only charge someone for a DUI conviction within the last 
five years and that's a substantial limitation ••• 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Oh, these were arrests in the first box, not convictions. Okay. 
MS. KLEIN: Yes, these are arrests. There may also be some slippage, the DMV records 
apparently have had some problems in them in the past, but I understand they are getting better and 
more accessible, but we would certainly recommend that judges and D.A.'s have access to the best 
records possible, which has not always been the case in the past. I guess Contra Costa has come a 
long way. They have computers in every bench. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Is that the only county in our state where that's the case? Do people 
know offhand of other judges having computers? 
MR. : (Inaudible.) 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: It's a little bit inconvenient, I guess, but still doable. Thank you. 
MS. KLEIN: What we found, however, is that once people are charged the conviction rate is 
extremely high and in fact it's gotten higher since the new law, although we've also found that within 
the county, such as Alameda, which is fairly diverse, ranging from Oakland, which Judge Duncan 
described, out to Livermore and down to Fremont and up to Berkeley, there is quite a variation, so 
you might have a 25 percent, say, acquittal or hung jury rate per jury trials in Oakland, whereas out 
in Livermore it would be only 5 to 10 percent, and I do have all those figures. 
However, overall there's an 80 percent conviction rate. Most of those are pleas. Only, I 
believe, one percent of our cases overall actually go to a trial with a verdict. Again, there is some 
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About 490 out of every 700 sentences are given either DUI school or treatment. That's usually 
the first offender DUI school. We don't have various levels of DUI school in our county, we just have 
one DUI school. We tried to look at DUI school ••• 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Is that what, is that the 16 hours? 
MS. KLEIN: I believe it's 16 hours, right. We tried to look at the effectiveness of DUI school 
in our county in this study, and although we don't really have strict control groups or comparisons, the 
preliminary results are that it doesn't seem to make a whole lot of difference. In other words, we 
cannot say it's effective, we cannot say it's ineffective, however, we feel, and now I'm speaking for 
the Office of Court Services rather than for each individual judge here, we feel, however, that it 
would be a good opportunity to use DUI school as a basis of education. In other words, to educate 
people to the level of the problem, what does it take to drunk, and so forth, and perhaps to use it for, 
you know, other types of screening procedures as well as has been suggested by Judge Kaufman. So, 
we favor the continued use and development of DUI school, although we can't produce any results on 
it's effectiveness at this time. 
We found that court license action is not taken in most cases. As you see here fewer than half 
of our cases get some kind of license action taken by the court. Of these, almost all are restrictions, 
the 90-day restrictions. Out of 385 court license actions, 315 are restrictions and I think we would 
want to say, although we have no data, that we would echo the judges who've said here today that the 
90-day license restriction is not very meaningful because it's not going to be taken back to court if 
it's violated. There were only 70 suspensions or revocations imposed out of these 700 sentences by 
the courts, however, the DMV does far more suspensions and revocations than the courts and it would 
be important to look at those and to see what happened. 
Three hundred and thirty out of 700 in our county are sentenced to court jail, but I want to use 
the term "jail" with a grain of salt here. Only 100 are sent to what we would call real jail, that is 
either straight jail time in Santa Rita, our overcrowded county jail, or weekend jail, that is doing your 
weekend time in barracks in Santa Rita. So, that means that out of every 1,000 people arrested in 
Alameda County for DUI, only 100 are going to see the inside of Santa Rita and I think most people 
are beginning to understand that now in Alameda County, that those are not heavy odds of going to 
real jail. 
However, jail is not an option in Alameda County because we have over 2,000 people sitting in a 
jail that was built for 1,200. In fact, the new jail is only going to hold 1,200 too, so it's not even an 
option in the future. And we would, again, like to echo what's been said before by some of the judges 
testifying on the limitations of using jail time, particularly long jail sentences in urban situations. It's 
not a very realistic option. 
Most of the people who get sentenced in Alameda seem to be, so far as we can tell, over the 
few months, complying with the sentence, however, a significant minority are returned to court and 
that, of course, takes up court time making sure that people comply with the sentence, and so forth. 
Because we have a very overburdened probation department, almost no first offenders are going to be 
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LOCKYER: Judge Gorelick? 
GORELICK: Yes, I would like to briefly comment on now. course, on the 
way it works is the person loses to they would 
to consent to that. There's one other point I'd like to make. is a current infraction 
Penal Code for certain offenses now, and I think, I could wrong, but if look at it 
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a and then they get one of these D UI's that's now to an think 
there's a provision in there that you cannot violate their probation because of a plea with infraction, 
so you better take a look perhaps at amending that out of the section if you want to keep some teeth 
in the law also. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Or. Klein. 
MS. KLEIN: One of the reasons that I think the infraction option is being discussed very 
seriously by the judges and the D.A.'s office and so on is so that we can devote our limited court 
resources to the repeat offenders who clearly need some kind of intervention because of their 
drinking problems. And without dealing with the bulk of the first offenders in a more expeditious way 
it's going to be impossible for us to find the judicial, correctional, and probation resources to do that. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Thank you, Dr. Klein. Mr. Ilich. 
MR. DRAGUTIN ILICH: Good morning. My name is Dragutin Ilich and I'm a staff attorney for 
the Los Angeles County Municipal Court's Planning and Research Unit. The Planning and Research 
Unit provides legal research and special projects on behalf of our 230 municipal court judicial officers 
in the county. 
As you know, in 1981 the California Legislature enacted new laws for driving under the 
influence in response to increased public concern regarding the drinking driver problem. Penalties 
I 
were increased, alcohol programs became mandatory for most first offenders, restrictions on plea 
bargaining were imposed, and a new defense was established which provides that persons driving with 
.10 percent or more of alcohol in their blood are guilty of a misdemeanor. Since more DUI cases are 
filed in the municipal courts than any other single offense, the potential significance of these changes 
on the 24 municipal court districts in L.A. County was immediately evident. 
In March of 1982, therefore, the Planning and Research Unit Management Committee directed 
the unit to study the impact of the laws on the court system. Soon, the unit will be distributing it's 
most comprehensive study on this subject. It offers our analysis of the DUI laws on municipal courts 
during the first three years after the legislation took effect, 1982 through 1984, and we have 
comparative data for the previous three-year period, which is 1979 through '81. 
Before I discuss the results of this study, one precautionary note should be made. It did not 
seek to determine whether the laws were successful in their ultimate purpose, which is reducing 
traffic fatalities or injuries caused by drinking drivers. The sole purpose of this study was to evaluate 
the effects of this legislation on the court system. I believe that the study demonstrates that the 
DUI laws have had a tremendous and wide-ranging impact on the L.A. County Municipal Courts in the 
three years following enactment. All stages of the judicial proceedings were significantly affected, 
although the extent of the impact varied among our 24 districts. On a county-wide level, it was clear 
that the average DUI case required more court time and judicial resources than prior to the revision. 
In general, the early stages in the processing of cases was affected almost immediately, while the 
later stages took a full year or more before the impact was felt, but by the end of 1984, which was 
the period that our study examined, all stages, including the post-sentencing stage in the proceedings 
had been significantly affected. 
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CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: What are those? 
MR. ILICH: That's approximately 80 percent right off the bat. It's hard just to know exactly 
what it is in the long-term, but in terms of a one-year period we would estimate about 80 percent 
the cases would plead out. One of the findings of the Los Angeles City Attorney's office, to show you 
how the plea stage had been affected, was that there was a 200 percent increase in the number of 
guilty pleas at the trial stage in 1983 as compared to '81. So what's happening is that many of the 
people are simply waiting until the very last moment and then are pleading out because they really 
are not serious about fighting the case, but are trying to delay the sentence and they're trying to 
delay the tough sanctions which will be imposed. 
One of the consequences of the fact that we have as many more people who are not pleading 
out is that the courts have had to use pre-trial conferences and settlement conferences at a much 
greater rate than previously. Over the three-year period in question there were 71,916 more pre-trial 
settlement conferences as compared to the previous three-year period, and that was a 58 percent 
increase in terms of the use of this device to encourage people to plead out. 
Clearly, one of the areas that was most significantly affected by the DUI laws was the area of 
trials. The most substantial increase in trials occurred in 1983 when there was nearly 30 percent 
more trials than in '81, and nearly all of this increase was accounted for by jury trials. We had 50 
percent more jury trials in 1983 as compared to 1981 and the consequence and the significance of his 
is clear when you realize that it takes a full court day or more simply to voir dire a jury so that here 
we're clearly seeing, I think, one of the more substantial areas where the laws have affected the 
court system. 
Despite the increased demands of these more frequent jury trials, and just to give you a sense 
of how many more we had, there were 765 more jury trials conducted in our county in this three-year 
period as compared to the previous three-year period. Despite these new demands, the court system 
in Los Angeles County has been generally successful in handling the added caseload and in dealing 
with the court congestion. While we have had problems, we have had no "speedy trial" dismissals on a 
mass scale as some people had anticipated when the new laws went into effect. There were dire 
predictions of the system basically coming to a halt by any kind of increased request for jury trial, 
and this didn't happen. But maybe that one of the reasons that the courts have been successful in 
dealing with this is a 20 percent decrease in civil trials during this period. Since criminal cases have 
precedence over civil cases, that's under Penal Code 1050, it may be that the court systems in L.A. 
has been successful in dealing with DUI cases because we basically put the civil caseload on a 
standstill, and this may be of increasing importance since on January 1, the civil jurisdiction will 
increase from $15,000 to $25,000. That increase may have indirect consequences, therefore, on our 
ability to handle DUI cases, even though the criminal matters do receive precedence; it would affect 
the allocation of resources and basically, the sheer numbers that the courts have to deal with. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: I guess L.A., perhaps, bumps into the maximum, but in many courts 
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One of the areas which I think is also important in this regard is the complexity of the laws 
themselves. As I'm about to show you, the laws have gotten to the point where it is nearly impossible 
for one to define for the average defendant what is going to happen, what the options are; I believe 
that in many cases defendants are not meeting the terms of their probation because they simply don't 
understand well enough all the complicated, myriad number of regulations with which they have to 
comply. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: I think it's possible that there's a direct relationship between the 
complexity of these laws, and maybe some others, and the fact that we have a full-time legislature 
which feels an obligation to tinker with the statutes each year. 
MR. ILICH: Senator, I'm glad you said that. I was thinking that, but I really didn't have the 
guts to say it. (Laughs.) 
I'd like now to turn to the specifics of this hearing. In your letter, Senator, you asked for my 
views regarding problems with the existing DUI statutes. In order to best address your request, I 
brought with me a few copies of the Planning and Research Unit's Advisement of Rights, Waiver of 
Rights, and Plea Forms, which are used for drunk driving cases. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Good. 
MR. ILICH: I have them here at table if you would like to take a look at them. I'd like to 
first quickly give you the background of these forms and explain what they do, and then I'll, I think, 
make my points with them last. When in 1982, the new laws were passed, in Los Angeles County we 
had 40 or 50 different versions of the form that you are looking at right now. This is for defendants--
the purpose of the forms is to inform the defendants as to what their rights are, to make sure that 
they knowingly and understandingly waive those rights and enter their plea. The importance of these 
that if the plea is not taken correctly, the conviction will not stand up under scrutiny in the future, 
so that within the five-year period within which one may be charged with a prior, if there is 
something technically or if there is something of constitutional dimensions which is not complied 
with •.• 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Do you think you need to be a college graduate to understand the 
form? 
MR. ILLICH: I think so, I think so, especially when you consider that many of the defendants 
are non-English speaking and have to deal with an interpreter. I think that what you see, especially 
on Page 3 of that form where you'll see the penalties, is something which--I actually prepare these 
forms and I know that I understand them, but there are times when I wonder whether anyone else 
does. The point is that with each new provision that the Legislature enacts, the Planning and 
Research Unit has to prepare an additional provision. It's usually cast in very technical terms 
because if we get too general, we may miss some of the essence of it and one of the purposes is to 
make sure that the defendants will not successfully attack this prior conviction, and so we kind 
walk a fine line between trying to inform the defendants as best we can and making sure that the 
conviction will stand up against later attack. 




are not as 
be perhaps more constructive to allow for some dialogue. 
Oh, I should also mention that my hope is that we'll just continue to work through the lunch hour 
and conclude in a reasonable amount of time rather than trying to break and resume. We'll just keep 
working. Now, let's see who we don't have. Well, let's see, Susan Aguilar, I guess-late? Okay, well, 
if she shows up. Mr. Sherrod, we haven't seen yet today either. Mr. Gridley is here. Mr. Ogul. Mr. 
Lovell. Mr. Iglehart. Mr. Duran. Okay. Now the only thing I don't know how to do is to begin this. 
Mr. Gridley, maybe you want to--and if you'll just share the microphones with each other •.. 
MR. MIKE GRIDLEY: I thought what I would do is share with your committee Marin County's 
experience on the ••• 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: I should probably interject, if Senator Marks were here I'm sure he 
would reargue the necessity of more municipal courts in Marin. We got into that number game last 
year so I'll say that on his behalf, and sorry to interrupt. Go ahead. 
MR. GRIDLEY: That was one of my comments. We have four municipal court judges in Marin 
County. We're still looking for another one. 
Marin County is unique in that we're small compared to Alameda County here and the other 
counties around the Bay Area. We're dealing in the district attorney's office with 26 attorneys total, 
whereas, that's just division in many of the other offices. What we experienced in Marin County with 
the change in the law was that, actually Marin County had started a year earlier in enforcing, or 
increased enforcement in the DUI law with some grants to the police department, so we went from 
3,000 DUI arrests in 1980 to 4,400 in '81, and then in '82 when the law went into effect, there were 
4,440. So the arrest rate in 1982 increased a little bit. 
We now look at the results of what occurred after that as far as the arrest goes and we see that 
in the three years there's been a decrease of 22.5 percent of DUI arrests in Marin County. Now as 
the last speaker mentioned, whether that's attributed to less enforcement, actually in Marin County 
there hasn't been less enforcement. We're wondering whether or not it is a reflection on the stance 
that Marin County has taken on the enforcement of the DUI law. When it went into effect in 1982, 
we issued a policy in the D.A.'s office that we would file all cases from .11 and above. We allowed 
for the .01 error factor that our criminologist will testify to. We took the position that on .11 and 
above, that was it. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: You have to go to trial? 
MR. GRIDLEY: You either pled to it or you went to trial. We do not have a wet reckless in 
Marin County. There is no such thing as reckless driving in Marin County. That's a reduction from a 
drunk driving. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: What's the penalty in those places that have it? 
MR. GRIDLEY: In Marin? 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Wet reckless? What are those? How are those .•. 
MR. GRIDLEY: I'm not sure. 
JUDGE GORELICK: (Inaudible.) 




















CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Any particular one you wanted to recommend? 
MR. GRIDLEY: Well, I think the one about the option for the D.A.'s to make the first offense 
an infraction is a viable option; however, the way it is read in, I believe, that study that the prior 
speaker talked about giving the defendant's concurrence eliminates the effectiveness of it as it stands 
right now. They are not getting a sentence right now as it is. Why would they want to give up a 
right to a jury trial when mandatorily they would not get a jail sentence as an infraction, but they 
aren't getting it now anyway. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Do you feel outnumbered? It's only three-to-one. That's normal 
distribution of resources, I'm told, between P.D.'s and D.A.'s? (Laughs.) 
MR. PAULINO DURAN: No, not really. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Okay, if you want to go next. 
MR. DURAN: Yes, especially since I'm from Marin County, the assistant there in the public 
defender's office. The fact that Marin County had always been enforcing drunk driving laws with the 
help of law enforcement agencies, plus the CHP .•• 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: You might pull that microphone over closer. Thank you. 
MR. DURAN: ••• didn't in effect cause what Mr. Gridley indicated, that we didn't have that 
much of an initially. The greatest effect in my opinion is that, contrary to what you indicated 
earlier that there's a presumptuous of innocence in drunk driving, I believe you start off at the other 
end given the fact that on a .1 0 you are considered under the influence, there is a presumption of 
guilt. 
CHAIR MAN LOCKYER: Good point. 
MR. DURAN: So defending these cases has become an even greater bar for the defense 
community in that not only do you now start off with your back to the wall, but you're even in a 
comer now. So is the biggest effect. 
Second all, in Marin County the sentencing appears to be much higher with respect to the 
than rve heard from any other community. For example, for the first offense, while there is no 
jail there's obviously a year's probation and 90-day driver's license restriction, but you get a fine of 
$784, and I should include that's including the penalty assessments, plus the person has to attend the 
drinking drivers' school which in our county is over $100. So we're talking about $800, $900 total for 
a person to avoid any jail time in a first offense. 
On a second offense or more, the fine will always be, including penalty assessments, $1,384. 
For the second offense and the third, if you haven't attended the SB 38 program it costs you $900-
plus. So basically, what people are doing on a first offense, they get two days in the county jail if 
their prior was within three to five years from the new one, and 15 days if it was within the last three 
years. So our fines are much, much higher. The people are being affected by it much more. It's 
causing a backlog in a different sense in that we're bringing more work to our municipal court bench, 
and that they are dealing with more petitions to revoke probation and more petitions seeking 
modification of a sentence. Also, we see petitions seeking clarification of sentences because 















I still witnessed a few trials where they could have gone with six are still going with 12. I don't know 
if it's because they forget, they meaning everybody in the system, or because nobody really likes to 
deal with six and take issue up to one of the courts. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Do you have any sense from having spoken with lots of defendants in a 
friendly way, as compared to some the others, about the numbers that are addicted to alcohol or 
other things, and some treatment kind of program might work? Especially, multiple, when people are 
back with strings of priors. 
MR. DURAN: You get many individuals who admit to a problem but I question the degree of 
their wanting to address it simply because they won't go out and do it on their own by and large, and 
most of the treatment programs that I've dealt with or the attorneys in our office have dealt with 
have advised us that unless that person wants to do it for themselves, they're not going to even deal 
with it. So whether they want to because they want to avoid jail or not is another question, and I 
don't know what the figures are. We've never done a study with respect to that. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Okay. Thank you. John. 
MR. JOHN LOVELL: My name is John Lovell. I'm with the Los Angeles District Attorney's 
office. Prior to that time I was with the L.A. City Attorney's office, and prior to that time I spent 
two years at an executive level in the alcoholic beverage industry working for the Gallo Winery and I 
have a lot of exposure to these issues 
sensitive issues to those folks. 
I was there, because as you can appreciate, these are very 
Let me focus, if I may, on a slightly different tack and deal first of all with the magnitude of 
the problem and it really is something that can't be understated. In L.A. County last year the various 
jurisdictions, our office, city attorney, the other city attorneys that have misdemeanor jurisdictions, 
files about 90,000 drunk driving cases. That's a lot of cases but even that doesnit begin to tell the 
story. Depending on whose study you look at, and there have been a number of studies in this area, 
for every time a person is arrested for drunk driving, they've probably committed that same offense 
between 20 and 200 times. Now you start to play those numbers out and they become mind boggling. 
We're looking at not 90,000 instances a year, but something closer to 1.9 million instances a year and 
that's a problem of enormous quantitative magnitude. But there's another dimension to it as well and 
there are significant qualitative implications. Let me turn to a second facet of the issue to illustrate 
We've heard it said again and again, drinking and driving don't mix. I mean, you hear it and you 
never really, I think many of us never really put that under an analytical microscope, but when you do 
and you take that statement and put it under an analytical microscope, it's simply not true. In the 
United States, culturally, drinking and driving mix. The number of restaurants that serve alcohol, the 
number of bars, the number of taverns, sports arenas, stadiums that serve alcohol, they all serve as 
eloquent testimony to that fact, that drinking and driving is inexplicably intertwined with the 
American culture. Everyone who goes to one of those establishments, consumes alcohol and leaves is 
drinking and driving. The more proper way to state it is that drunk driving and driving don't mix. 
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drivers should be 
MR. LOVELL: Not certain. We're not opposed to this per se, but feel that should be 
approached with a great deal caution. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Sure. The argument, I guess, for it has been one of court 
workload as much as anything. it would have to be some backlog or other basis before a D. 
even had that option. 
MR. LOVELL: Well, the workload is great. Again, going back to some of the studies, because 
the problem itself is so great and it really takes multifaceted attack. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Thank you. Mr. Iglehart. 
MR. DICK IGLEHART: I'd like to express my appreciation. I'm Richard Iglehart from the 
D.A.'s office in Alameda County and I've expressed my appreciation for you coming here and taking a 
look at the problem, you and your staff. I think that often what occurs, and I'm taking coals to 
Newcastle with you, because I know that you know this, but what occurs often is public 
policy matters get passed by the Legislature and then you lob them over here ••. (Laughs.) .•• and then 
we sit and wrestle with them for a long period of time and sometimes we have a feeling that you 
don't really realize what you've done, or perhaps you do and you close your eyes to it because if you 
really faced it up there, you would never have done it in the first place or would never been able to 
pay for So I congratulate for having hearings and paying some attention to this. 
Whenever the Legislature makes schemes like, "anyone who gets arrested for drunk 
driving must do at least 2 days in jail," well lt sounds like a great idea and has a very leveling impact 
on those who are going to think about driving drunk. Whenever they have an idea like, "there is going 
to no plea bargaining on drunk driving cases,n it's really important that the Legislature is mature 
to be able to say, "What are we really saying? What kind of an impact is this going to really 
What of is it going to have on rural counties? What kind of impact is it going to 
have on urban counties? What of impact is it going to have on wealthy counties? What kind of 
is it to on with high levels of indigents?" And are we really saying that 
is a good idea and it sounds good and it gets a lot of publicity, is this really going to 
happen? I think some of the evidence from this particular, the Morehead legislation, and by that 
obviously I mean the group of legislation that passed all at one time, clearly there was a publicity 
effect certain, I think, certainly all of us saw for some period of time a recognition by the public 
to some degree that, a minute. Wow. They're getting tough. They're getting tough on drunk 
and means you really are going to go to jail, that means that they're really going to get 
tough with these cases in court, and so they're really starting to take this seriously. And I think we 
all saw an increased level of awareness by the public, as well as law enforcement, the courts, and all 
of that, and there was an original, I think, dip that I reported in most of the statistics shortly after 
that legislation passed; a lot of publicity during Christmastime about the new law going into effect 
and all that. I think that that does show that there can at least be a short-term effect to measures 
that the Legislature passes that supposedly has teeth in them. Then what we have to do is we have to 
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CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Now, are these being used in other states or anything yet? 
MR. BRODSKY: No, sir, because we're a California organization and we're beginning right in 
County, and the first judge in Monterey County is now and this is Judge 
Bill Burleigh. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Oh, that's happening now? 
MR. BRODSKY: Yes. Judge Burleigh has asked us not to publicize this because of the fact that 
we are in the formative stages of the company and he did not want to lend name to a promotion 
type of thing, but he is indeed mandating them and that's a fact. You can be in his courtroom and 
hear him mandating that. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: How long ago did that begin? 
MR. BRODSKY: He's just only begun. Just only begun in the last couple weeks. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Oh, very recently. Okay. 
MR. BRODSKY: Past month or so. We have yet to install the first one because he gives the 
offender 30 days after he mandates the use of the device to contact us and it installed in his 
car, and we're still within that period. So we have not installed any in any offender's car as yet. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Are there other manufacturers of these yet somewhere else in the 
country? 
MR. BRODSKY: Yes, there is a manufacturer to our knowledge Colorado. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: But they're not being used there? That is, there are no courts that we 
are requiring it or something? 
BRODSKY: I have no knowledge of that, there is another company called Guardian 
Interlock and they are indeed ..• 
LOCKYER: Same basic cost? 
MR. BRODSKY: We don't know--their cost is higher. 
MR. JOEL FRANKLIN: Yes, excuse me, I think the cost is a little higher. It's a much more 
cumbersome device. When you asked your initial question about parts and size and so forth, it's our 
understanding that that device is a bit more cumbersome and complicated to use. 
MR. BRODSKY: We've seen their literature and it's nothing like our as far as and I imagine 
they would say the same thing, but we think ours is the premier unit. In any event, the more the 
merrier because if there is more than one manufacturer that simply will lend a little bit of validity, 
perhaps, to the whole concept which we think is a very valid concept. 
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some 
one 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: They have a general authority? 
MR. FRANKLIN: They have a very broad 
probation and we believe this certainly to be reasonably 
is to under condition or she not 
I wanted to mention just briefly a couple of areas where we 
LOCKYER: Sure. 
And by the way, I might 
Assemblyman Sam Farr from Monterey. 
I 
is 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Yes. He's told me that too. 
FRANKLIN: He's been interested in the project. 
to evaluated from a legislative point of 
is I think we some statutes that 
is it would prevent 
goes over and pays a kid $10 and 
That sounds like a 
prevent, a sort 




to a court requiring 










so I can get 
to get a car 
recommend that be considered as misdemeanor type treatment to tamper with 
solicit another individual to effectively start The other form of the 
statute would deal with installers and folks who are to actually deal with 
electronical and actual mounting this 
so that, in fact, one thought is 
of his or her probation that the tamper-proof 
to SOme SUD>OOI~t 
a tamper-proof 
to prove to the court 
messed with, hasn't 
public that 
MR. 
worth while to 
used who is 
signs posted 
a conviction or two, people would 
are not to 
to 
to involved in it, kids or teenagers, in terms 
There's one 
drink -~""''""' 1·h.-
are not to 
one area. 
a misdemeanor. It be no more 
I younger folks not want 
aiding or abetting. It not be a deterrent. 
looking at is 
to a 
golng to so it be difficult a This is just an assumption. 
have data on it, but I it would be hard for other folks 
get started. 
BRODSKY: a of area, 
more are 
or 
the car to then blow into the device to 
So, when you 
to 
drunk uries and 
the car 
in the car 
Both of us 
blow it wouldn't rna tter. Neither start the car. On if I were 







and I said to 
car 
it doesn't take 
blow into it but 
turn it over to 
a 
driver 
we said we're 
is 
correct me if you turn 
every parking 
interlock 


















want to can't 
otherwise have where perhaps some 
a use 
access to 
have more onerous 
probation conditions imposed person if they couldn't have access to we 





be an I 
to reimburse 
an issue that 
suggest that really 
varies 
Yes, 
state to state. states do not wealth or sort of economic status is a 
state ..• 
I memo I out that are cases 





probably is not a good 
is 
a 
to a court. 
we 
sure that 
how to deal electrical 
division. So we some 
to 
some sort 
and flexible sorts of tools we can 
one area. I only area 
some 
needs to 
meet the Department of Transportation standards, or 
ought to be we think indeed, 
device. it can 
is you can one can put it in. 
think it should be by folks who are trained and know 
and indeed, you not want to have defendant 
his car. I some with that as a probation 









just not through to 
In an average 





DUI arrests in 
seems like 
46 
31 percent, arrests are refusals, but 
more 
principal court. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Would you hold your next thought for about one hundred seconds? 
MS. AGUILAR: Sure. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: to that. 
MS. I was 
are 











general, almost a some 31 of our DUI cases 
between repeat offenders and refusing 
evidence that can used against them, some of the 
tend to refuse second time or the third or fourth time 
to 
our county 
punishment and there's four 
but even if we are I 
laws and the 
offense. I not 
are problems are 
state. a court order to 
It a a lot of areas in the 
on public to say that 
in Sacramento County. you're 
Forty-eight hours not mean 48 hours It means 48 hours on a work project which means 
you report 
go home at the 
CHAIRMAN 
MS. AGUILAR: 
so you're not actually doing 
MAN LOCKYER: 
MS. or 
you do 8 hours of raking leaves, washing cars, or filing papers and you 
that again to your 48 hours. 




days is really 
that go into that. It's a rather complex procedure 









MS. AGUILAR: I 
constitutionality of 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: 
am not on 
to to on 
MS. AGUILAR: Unlike insurance question where an injunction. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: So declaratory part is 
MS. AGUILAR: I think so, but I woud have to honestly say that something I'm not certain 
of, so it's probably not a me to comment too thoroughly on it just not 
certain. I wouldn't want to give you erroneous information. 
We have basically four proposals that we think ought to be seriously considered and I spoke at 
great length with the supervising attorneys in our misdemeanor section that handles the DUI cases. I 
should say also that the statistics that I've given you thus far deal with misdemeanor OUI. They do 
not deal with the issue those who drive under the influence and cause serious injuries such 
as they're our felony courts. We have far less problem, it appears, with the sentencing and 
the enforcement on end it. 
Our proposals are that used because of public safety benefit 
to that. That we take a very close look at and strengthen the law regarding impounding of cars for 
DUI drivers. That we penalize refusals and of themselves. The latest status of is that 
legislation went through makes about equivalent of an enhancement, really. 
You have to 
they 
and then you can strengthen their punishment if, in fact, 
look should be taken and some real efforts made to penalize 
a of activity in recent terms of 
cases. It is our contention that looked at driving from 
and again I plays 
are reluctant to sentence DUI drivers, 
especially see standing in front them in court arguing 
a case people get is mandatory minimum and 
no more than that. 
our contention 
fact, we wish to have a on DUI the State of California, it's 
than maximums. 
we ought to 
if 
second, and time DUI 
they would get the maximum 
a look at increasing 
people get 
mandatory minimum sentences, rather 
especially when you're talking about first, 
Absent aggravating circumstances there would no reason that 
there. Therefore, if you really want to hit people when they 
drive under influence, you need to increase the mandatory minimum penalty. Again, because of 
things such as jail crowding, the crowding of court systems with the number of 
cases that there are, that means funding. are going to funding up front from the 
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Legislature, but terms of hitting 
that it's that bottom end of spectrum 
punishment DUI. Other than that, it 
how strict wish to make the 
a 
recent If one were to 
that as a matter of fact, ours are some 
mandatory prison sentences for a first-time 
what we want to have happen in California. 
philosophical question that one :nust look at 
willing to be about the problem of people 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Have you looked at 
having a, as a cost-effective 
MS. AGUILAR: We have not studied those in 
aware that they are being used, I think primarily 
MAN LOCKYER: In Florida. 
MS. AGUILAR: But we have not studied or 
County yet. 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: All right. you. 
I am aware 
AGUILAR: I should say that one it is 
truth that the person who comes into court to 
he has license either suspended or revoked or 
around, walks outside and gets into his car and 
I think the idea of house arrests for DUI's 
LICC'JUJ.c to continue to drive while they were under 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: I don't think can. 
MS. AGUILAR: Well, that would be our 
is if you could keep them 
CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: As I understand 
you can't go more than 50 feet 
Thank you, Susan. We 
add anything, any further comment? 
Okay, we'll adjourn for the day. 
at 
arrest. 
us. 
we 
turns 
on 
want to 
